
SEC    ENGLISH LANGUAGE 2B – Reading Comprehension May 2012

MARKING SCHEME

PASSAGE 1

QUESTIONS

1. Underline the best title for the passage.                                                                         (1 mark)
(a) Thailand by night.
(b) The pleasures of travelling by train.
(c) Thailand by train.
(d) A tiring experience.

2. From the first paragraph write down four verbs that the writer uses to describe the noise the
train is making. (2 marks)

i.  roaring ii. growling iii. belching iv. wheeze

3. In your own words explain what the writer is referring to by a little human comedy (line 5).
(2 marks)

The driver had climbed onto the roof of the train while the train crew were filling buckets
from a trackside spring and were passing them on to a line of men standing in a queue who
then threw water on the engine to cool it down.

4.  In your own words explain which two sounds could be heard by the writer in the restaurant
carriage. (2 marks)

Accept any two.
i. the sound of the wind
ii. the sound of the passengers talking
iii. the sounds of the fauna and flora
iv. music

5.  Which two pieces of evidence found between lines 9 and 13 show that the train is not
travelling in the daylight. (2 marks)

i. dusk was setting in ii . car headlights flickered / purple disco lights

6. In your own words, explain how the writer feels as he looks back on his experience on the
train. (2 marks)

The writer feels nostalgic. (or any word/s that indicate a positive feeling/state)



7. Between which two cities (line 18) is the writer travelling?                                          (2 marks)

Between Chiang Mai and Bangkok.

8. Between lines 14 and 22 of the passage find four reasons why the writer enjoys travelling by
train. (2 marks)

Accept any four.
i. some trains  have kept their local character
ii. you can talk to people
iii.  you can watch the landscape go by
iv. cheaper than other forms of transport.
v. had always liked travelling by train

9. How can the writer distinguish between the various crew members on board the train?
(1 mark)

Their uniforms are of a different colour.

10. What evidence is there to suggest that trains in Thailand are popular with foreigners?
(1 mark)

40 per cent of the passengers on my train were non-Thai. / are particularly well set up for
tourists.

11. What is the cocoon referred to in line 31?                                                                    (2 marks)
This is the sleeper berth.

12. What do the following words refer to in the passage? (3 marks)

(a) it (line 4) train / train engine/ engine
(b) its (line 10) of the restaurant carriage
(c) one (line 14) a scene
(d) that (line 19) price of ticket / fare / £17.20
(e) them (line 25) crew  members / members / staff
(f) their (line 30) of the (individual) berths

13. From the whole passage, write down four items of information about the train that the writer
is travelling on?
Accept any four. (4 marks)
i. express train
ii. travelling from Chiang Hai to Bangkok
iii. has airconditioned carriages except for the restaurant/ has a restaurant carriage
iv. has sleepers’ berths
v. well set up for tourists / comfortable
vi. works by means of diesel/has a diesel engine/diesel powered
vii. makes a lot of noise.



viii. disco lights in restaurant carriage
ix. Bangkok bound
x. Thai train
xi. very local / traditional.

PASSAGE 2

QUESTIONS

1. Underline where you think this passage has been taken from. (1 mark)

a. A sports encyclopedia
b. A newspaper
c. An autobiography

2. Find an expression between lines 1 and 4 that shows how the writer views boxers.     (1 mark)
Penalize spelling.
hard-as-nails (professional)

3. Write down a part-sentence found between lines 5 and 13 that shows that boxing gets
youngsters out of trouble. (1 mark)

(helping youngsters who were in danger of heading in the wrong direction) get back on the
straight and narrow

4. What does Robert mean by surf through life (line 17)?                                                 (2 marks)

Go through life without any problems

5. Write down four ways found between lines 14 and 25 in which Robert, Jessica and Crystal
have benefitted  from boxing.                                                                                       (4 marks)

Accept any four.
(i) calms them down

(ii) helps them want better things in life

(iii) provides focus

(iv) provides discipline

(v)    gives confidence



6. Between lines 14 and 25 find single words that match the following meanings:         (3 marks)
Penalize spelling.

a)  obstinate STUBBORN (b)   get over OVERCOME

(c)   fascinating/captivating INTRIGUING (d) doubts RESERVATIONS

(e) follow PURSUE (f)  shy WITHDRAWN

7. In line 30 the writer uses the word exploitation. What is she referring to?                   (2 marks)

She is referring to the younger boys in Preston being shown how to cage fight so that the
adults would then bet on them./ using children to ‘cage fight’ and later bet on them.

8. Which three separate words found between lines 30 and 35 show that the writer is in favour of
children learning boxing?                                                                                                  (3 marks)
Penalize spelling.

(i) BLOSSOMING (ii) EXEMPLARY (iii) REVELATION

9. In your own words write down two reasons why the writer believes that the scheme should
spread across cities. (2 marks)

(i) It would provide them with an aim/objective/challenge.

(ii) It could lead to discovery of talent for the Olympics.

10. Are the following sentences True or False? Give reasons for your answers. (5 marks)

(Award ½ a mark if T or F is correct. If correct, check reason and award ½ mark if this is correct
as well. Reasons given have to confirm highlighted parts.)

(a)  In the UK boxing is being learnt only by 10 students in Portsmouth.
(  False ) because Lines 5─6 part of a larger…..

(b)  Boxing is a subject studied at GCSE.
( True ) because Lines 5─6; line 24 ‘pursue the GCSE course’

(c)  Jessica Chandler is arrogant.

(False) because she is unassuming (line 18)

(d)  Crystal’s mother is still opposed to her daughter learning boxing.
( False ) because she gave her blessing

(e) The writer thinks that the boxing programme may face criticism.
( True ) because ‘it would not be wholly surprising were there to be new reservations about
children learning the skills of any form of combat’. (lines 27─28)



WRITING TASK (10 MARKS)

You are Monica who lives at 56, St Thomas Road, Roundtown, RNT 1120.  Write a letter, using
between 50-60 words, to encourage your friend Jane to join you in a boxing class this summer.
Do not write more than 60 words.

Award marks for address / date / opening / encourage friend+reason / closing / acccuracy.


